PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SUMMARY

A. Products Supplied But Not Installed Under This Section:
   1. Manufactured access doors.

B. Related Sections:
   2. Section 06 2001: Field fabricated access doors.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 MANUFACTURED UNITS

A. Standard Ceiling or Wall Access Doors:
   1. Manually operated with key operated lock, single cam handle, and continuous piano hinge hardware.
   2. Factory powder-coated prime finish.
   3. Non-Fire-Rated Quality Standards:
      c. Drywall: KDW or Sesame (KSTDW or KSTE) by Karp.
   4. Fire-rated Quality Standard:
      a. Non-Insulated: KRP-150 FR or KRP-350.FR
      b. Insulated: KRP-250FR or KRP-450FR by Karp.
   5. Type One Acceptable Manufacturers:
      e. Larsen's Manufacturing Co, Minneapolis, MN www.larsensmfg.com
      g. Nystrom Inc, Minneapolis, MN www.nystrom.com
      h. Williams Brothers Corporation of America, Reno, NV www.wbdoors.com
      i. Equal as approved by Architect before bidding. See Section 01 6000.

B. Fire-Rated Upward Opening Access Doors:
   1. Install at head of wall-mounted ladders.
   2. Manually operated with 1/4 inch allen-head key-operated, self-closing latch and continuous piano hinge.
   3. Factory prime finish.
   4. Type One Acceptable Products:
      a. TCA by Dur-Red Products, Cudahy, CA (323) 771-9000. www.dur-red.com
      c. Equal as approved by Architect before bidding. See Section 01 6000.